The new fourth edition of the mother of all kids’ joke books is no joke. Smaller in size, but still packed with every joke! Jokelopedia is an all-encompassing, gut-busting collection of more than 1,700 kid-friendly jokes, tongue twisters, riddles, and puns. The perfect gift for incurable jokesters, class clowns, comedians-to-be, and aspiring ventriloquists “not to mention the quieter kids who still love a good laugh.” It features doctor jokes, robber jokes, teacher jokes, why-did-the-chicken-cross-the-road jokes, lightbulb jokes, movie star jokes, gross-out jokes, vampire jokes, and elephant jokes. Plus, it has the classics, fresh variations on the classics, and jokes with nothing classic about them. And all jokes are organized into categories for easy reference. In addition there are joke-telling pointers and tips, funny facts and pop culture references, and two dozen spotlights on favorite TV shows, books, comics, and comic actors, including iCarly, Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Steve Carell, and Tina Fey.

**Synopsis**

The new fourth edition of the mother of all kids’ joke books is no joke. Smaller in size, but still packed with every joke! Jokelopedia is an all-encompassing, gut-busting collection of more than 1,700 kid-friendly jokes, tongue twisters, riddles, and puns. The perfect gift for incurable jokesters, class clowns, comedians-to-be, and aspiring ventriloquists “not to mention the quieter kids who still love a good laugh.” It features doctor jokes, robber jokes, teacher jokes, why-did-the-chicken-cross-the-road jokes, lightbulb jokes, movie star jokes, gross-out jokes, vampire jokes, and elephant jokes. Plus, it has the classics, fresh variations on the classics, and jokes with nothing classic about them. And all jokes are organized into categories for easy reference. In addition there are joke-telling pointers and tips, funny facts and pop culture references, and two dozen spotlights on favorite TV shows, books, comics, and comic actors, including iCarly, Diary of a Wimpy Kid, Steve Carell, and Tina Fey.
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**Customer Reviews**

I teach 7th and 8th graders; they seek this book out for sustained silent reading. The jokes don’t appear mean-spirited or borderline inappropriate for class. They do contain practice for language acquisition and improvement, puns, double-meanings, etc.

I bought this for my nephew as he is always telling jokes. These are good, clean funny jokes. I can’t
wait to give it to him. I had left it on the table and my husband picked it up and was laughing out loud reading the jokes. He loved it and thinks it’s perfect for the kids. I may have to get a second one for my niece!

I bought this for my six year old who is very interested in becoming the class clown, despite all my efforts to the contrary. This book is very funny. It offers very clean and wholesome comedy without any inappropriate content. I think some of the jokes go well above my six year old’s head. But, I and the rest of our family get it and enjoy it. It’s more suited for my ten year old, I think. Either way, we are all enjoying it. We are only reading two or four pages at night so it last us longer.

Our sons loved this book when they were in grade school, middle school, and high school. Now we’ve bought copies for grandchildren. The kids fall over laughing when they tell us jokes from this book. Adults laugh as hard as the kids.

Sometimes it is difficult to find reading materials for boys. This is a great book that they can take in the car (instead of their electronics) and read jokes to the family while driving. It is fun to read a few before bedtime for fun. The bottom line is that they are reading. Great for maybe up to 12 years old.

My son wants to be the class clown. His jokes, however, REALLY leave you wanting. Cringing, actually. I bought this for him for Christmas. He still annoys us with his incessant flow of jokes, but at least now the jokes make sense.

I bought this book for my 7 year old jokester. He loves it, it is packed with tons of super funny, clean jokes. The only problem is that now the rest of my children want one as well. Great book.

Some of the jokes are silly. If you are a teacher or somebody who deals with kids, this is a good book for you. Always have a funny story to keep the audience awake.
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